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Plethon:
I would say it occurred about ten years after

I got into reading, serious reflecting, and practicing yoga.
I can recall it because its vividness never left me and

it is something I often find myself recalling.
I wrote out after the dream the following morning

and I have it over there in one of those books.
I should s say that the fact that the dream

is nearly 20 years old is of no consequence, for it is as rich now
as the morning after I awoke from the dream.

Now, here I have it so let me read it aloud to you.
As I do so, I will enjoy reflecting upon it once again.

“I found myself in a very old building made of huge stones
and some were set together forming a high archway.

I was in a very large darkened room and
up ahead I saw a man:and I approached him.

He was the grand-dad of all wise men,
kind with wisdom, and strong with knowledge;

he was an older man with a white beard, .
He wore a monk's type attire , a shawl that covered to the ground,
but it didn't hide the strength that appeared to flow from his body.

He urged me to come forward and I did, and
the room around where he stood had an ethereal light.

He pointed to an old table several feet to his left
on which was placed a very old manuscript.

When I saw those words, they appeared
in my mind and yet seemed to be spoken from everywhere.

The sense of the words were: study, learn the ancients.
My eyes fell on a certain passage and

when reading, my entire body became engulfed
with pure, beautiful, penetrating clear light,

such that the unknown in me was flooded with crystal light,
completely transforming me.

Accompanying this experience
was an elevating uplifting, vast feeling that



carried me, seemingly, off the ground.
The luminosity was not only

blissful in rapture or ecstatic pleasure,
but it was a penetrating serenity which bathed everything and

flowed through my being.
I was enveloped in a pure light that

was so brilliant and penetrating and it had a vitality
that was turning upon itself with a profound glory

that was supremely conscious of its presence
encountering itself as continuously discovering

its own intelligible mystery with an exceedingly joyful way of Being.
It was pure luminous consciousness of light.
There was neither beginning, middle, nor end

Since its perfection had an immediate presence
it was bondless and yet everywhere present.

At that moment, I was able to perceive directly
the meaning of the ancient manuscript in one clear statement.

As I fastened on to the statement, the experience
became more intense and beautiful.

I awoke from the dream and knew if I repeated these words,
I could enter the experience again and

so while lying in bed, I repeated the phrase and
slipped into the same state again; however,

there was a feeling that the first experience was spontaneous,
but the second I thought was contrived and artificial.

Nonetheless, the same experience of light
cascaded throughout my being and

only later I returned to my everyday consciousness and
discovered that the statement that got me into that state

was now lost from my memory,
and all I could remember was a part.

All that was left was,
“You shall find that there is.....”,

Apollodorus:
I really appreciate you sharing that with me,

and it does mean you experienced what I have always wondered about.
May I ask you if you ever recalled those missing words?

Plethon:
No, and I still wonder about them.


